
Hooking and helping the player 

1. Visual hooks – vistas and views 
As the player leaves the start, there should be plenty in the area design to tempt them to explore. Paths or 

gaps in the trees or mountains might suggest routes to follow; raised land or deep water might create 

boundaries, restricting access and encouraging the player to follow a particular route; distant vistas might 

suggest places to go and explore. Even more distant views, of things beyond the playable area, can add depth 

to the setting and may relate to additional areas the player will be able to go on to explore when they have 

completed the first level, e.g. snowy mountains or a distant castle. Remind the children to test out their 

design by running their game to check what is visible to the player in different parts of the level. 

“Where shall I go?” 

 

2. Textual support – signs and labels and ‘narrative vehicles’ 
The designer can also help the player by adding text to objects that the player will come across. The text can 

be presented quite obviously, perhaps on a sign post, or more subtly, e.g. added to a plot item left near to the 

player start, which the player may or may not see or pick up. Such texts can help to orient the player on 

arrival and get them speculating, motivating them to go further into the game world. These texts can be as 

simple as a direction or a label, or they can become what we have called ‘narrative vehicles’ – significant plot 

items which carry embedded text that offers hints and clues, or direct narrative information that takes the 

story forward. Narrative vehicles are very useful in a medium that has no conventional written narrative, the 

only other alphabetic text being the dialogue.  

There is more about narrative vehicles in Developing Simple Quests.



A sign post acting as a ‘narrative vehicle’ helps to orient the player as they arrive in the game: 

 

In this example, the player start has been positioned so that the payer arrives with their back to the game 

world, facing the sign, which is at the foot of a cliff. The aim is to make sure the player reads the sign and does 

not readily go elsewhere until they have. The text here carries useful story information and as such this sign is 

counted as a ‘narrative vehicle’. 

When the player turns round, they find an interesting area, and further signs have been added to help the 

player navigate – though the player does not yet know the significance of the places that are on the signposts. 

The sign pointing to the left says ‘To the Lighthouse’ – a building which is not in view from this position; the 

sign pointing to the right says ‘To the Glade’. It is possible to see other signs further away, as well as a range of 

buildings linked by paths. The player now has to decide where to go first; the signs add to the pull of the paths 

and the distant vistas, tempting the player with choices, supporting the development of ‘reading pathways’ in 

the game. They are not ‘narrative vehicles’ because they do not carry significant plot information. 

‘To the Lighthouse’ 

 



How to add text to an object 

To add text to a sign (or other object), select the Blueprints tab in the Toolset; then look in Manmade Props, 

and scroll down the alphabetic list to Signs. Select a sign and place it in the area. You can rotate it to point in 

the right direction if it is one with an arrow. 

 

Then look in the Properties window for the item, and scroll to the Basics section. Click on the Localised Name 

down arrow and a box will come up where you can edit the text to suit your needs – add a brief direction to 

support a ‘reading pathway’ or to label the object, or more detailed text to make the object into a ‘narrative 

vehicle’. Then click back on the properties window and you will see that the name of the item in your Area 

Contents list will have changed to show the beginning of the text you entered.  

Adding a label to an object: 
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Adding longer text to create a ‘narrative vehicle’: 

 

Make sure the sign or item is useable, i.e. that the player will be able to read it in the game – scroll to the 

Behaviour section of the Properties window and check the Usable box. Also make sure that the Static box says 

False. 

Making sure the player will be able to read what you’ve written in the game world: 
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3. Characters – meeting and greeting 
Placing a character near the player start is another way of supporting the player and making sure they get 

information they need to play the game. This is done through the Conversation Writer (see Talking the Talk 

section for more detail) and it allows the player to find out more about their quest or what is going on in the 

game world. 

As well as the signs, Maisie Rabbit can offer the player information: 

 

 

 



Additional information now helps the player decide to follow the sign to the Glade rather than the Lighthouse: 

 

Creatures who will talk to the player have a vital role to play. The next sections, Talking the Talk and 

Developing Simple Quests, look at how this is done. 

4. Harnessing multimedia to guide the player 

Visual and sound effects can also help the player to know which way to go e.g. the sound of a hammer 

drawing the player’s attention towards an encounter outside a smithy, or a visual effect illuminating a crucial 

item or creature. Also deterrents can be set up, for example creatures that repeatedly attack if you go off the 

path. 

 


